
Drill Name:  York - Frogs and Flies

Set up :  
Create a field 15 steps by 15 steps

Instructions:  
All players begin in the field with no soccer ball.  They must keep moving, staying away from the coach who 
starts with a ball at their feet.  The coach begins as the frog, players as flies.  
1. The coach tries to hit a player on the foot with the ball.  If a player is hit they become the frog and try to 
hit other players on the foot.  
2. This time the coach begins as the frog and when a player is hit they ALSO become a frog eventually 
leading to more and more frogs.  The last fly alive wins.

Coaching Points:  
1. Players should always move around the field to the most open space, staying away from the frogs, or 
'defenders'
2. Players should keep the ball as close as they can until they're sure they can hit their target with a pass.



Drill Name:  Stratham Tryout - Technical Section

Set up :  
Set up cones 15 yards apart.  Each player will need a ball to begin.

Instructions:  
1. Players dribble to cone, turn and dribble back to end of line.  Ask them to do specific dribbling techniques 
(inside of feet, inside/outside of foot, creativity, at speed)
2. Dribble to cone, turn and pass to next person in line.  Player that passed continues to end of start line.  
3.  Players are now at each cone facing each other.  Players must control and pass in 2 touches.  Players 
do not run across the field - after the pass they go to back of their own line. 

Coaching Points:  
They are 3 different exercises.  Make sure there are no more than 5 players in each line. 



Drill Name:  York - 2v2 Get out of Here

Set up :  
Create a field 25 steps by 25 steps
One goal on each end line
All balls begin with coach at half way line off the field

Instructions:  
Create two teams.  Each team creates a line next to the goal they are defending.  When the coach plays a 
ball into the field only the first player in each line enters the field creating a 1v1 game.  If the ball leaves the 
field or is scored the game is over and players must "GET OUT OF THERE".  The coach plays in a new ball 
for the next two players to enter.

Coaching Points:  
1. Encourage players to keep the ball in the field as long as possible.
2. Players should control the ball everytime it comes to them.
3. If a defender is trying to steal the ball they should go in another direction or show them their BACK



Drill Name:  5&6's + - Forget About It - TYSL session

Set up :  
Use the same field as used for 'Team Goal Fest'
-20x20 or 25x25
-no more than 5v5

Instructions:  
Teams are trying to score on the other teams goal.  If a ball goes out of the field or scored all players must 
"FORGET ABOUT IT".  All soccer balls are put into the field by the coach.  More than one ball can be put in 
play at a time - up to coaches discretion.  Once all the balls have left the field or scored the game is over 
and you can talk about your coaching points.  Get all players to reset the balls and play again.

Coaching Points:  
Players should be encouraged to:
-use little touches vs. big touches
-to keep the ball in the field as long as possible
-steal the ball from the other team
-dribble the ball where there aren't other players
Remind players NOT to steal the ball from teammates
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